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The perfect reference guide for students in grades 3
and up - or anyone! This handy, easy-to-use reference
guide is divided into seven color-coded sections which
includes Missouri basic facts, geography, history,
people, places, nature and miscellaneous information.
Each section is color coded for easy recognition. This
Pocket Guide comes with complete and
comprehensive facts ALL about Missouri. Riddles,
recipes, and surprising facts make this guide a
delight! Missouri Basics section explores your state's
symbols and their special meaning. Missouri
Geography section digs up the what's where in
Missouri. Missouri History section is like traveling
through time to some of Missouri's greatest moments.
Missouri People section introduces you to famous
personalities and your next-door neighbors. Missouri
Places section shows you where you might enjoy your
next family vacation. Missouri Nature section tells
what Mother Nature gave to Missouri. Missouri
Miscellaneous section describes the real fun stuff ALL
about Missouri.

Josephine Baker
An anthology of articles drawn from prior issues of the
National Political Science Review.

African American Lives in St. Louis,
1763Ð1865
In 1858, Cyprian Clamorgan wrote a brief but
immensely readable book entitled The Colored
Aristocracy of St. Louis. The grandson of a white
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voyageur and a mulatto woman, he was himself a
member of the "colored aristocracy." In a setting
where the vast majority of African Americans were
slaves, and where those who were free generally lived
in abject poverty, Clamorgan's "aristocrats" were
exceptional people. Wealthy, educated, and
articulate, these men and women occupied a "middle
ground." Their material advantages removed them
from the mass of African Americans, but their race
barred them from membership in white society. The
Colored Aristocracy of St. Louis is both a serious
analysis of the social and legal disabilities under
which African Americans of all classes labored and a
settling of old scores. Somewhat malicious,
Clamorgan enjoyed pointing out the foibles of his
friends and enemies, but his book had a serious
message as well. "He endeavored to convince white
Americans that race was not an absolute, that the
black community was not a monolith, that class,
education, and especially wealth, should count for
something." Despite its fascinating insights into
antebellum St. Louis, Clamorgan's book has been
virtually ignored since its initial publication. Using
deeds, church records, court cases, and other primary
sources, Winch reacquaints readers with this
important book and establishes its place in the
context of African American history. This annotated
edition of The Colored Aristocracy of St. Louis includes
an introductory essay on African Americans in St.
Louis before the Civil War, as well as an account of
the lives of the author and the members of his
remarkable family—a family that was truly at the
heart of the city's "colored aristocracy" for four
generations. A witty and perceptive commentary on
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race and class, The Colored Aristocracy of St. Louis is
a remarkable story about a largely forgotten segment
of nineteenth-century society. Scholars and general
readers alike will appreciate Clamorgan's insights into
one of antebellum America's most important
communities.

Recipes for Respect
This revolutionary, award-winning play by a lauded
playwright and poet is a fearless portrayal of the
experiences of women of color—“extraordinary and
wonderful…that anyone can relate to” (The New York
Times) and continues to move and resonate with
readers today more than ever. From its inception in
California in 1974 to its highly acclaimed critical
success at Joseph Papp's Public Theater and on
Broadway, the Obie Award-winning for colored girls
who have considered suicide/when the rainbow is
enuf has excited, inspired, and transformed audiences
all over the country. Passionate and fearless,
Shange's words reveal what it is to be of color and
female in the twentieth century. First published in
1975 when it was praised by The New Yorker for
"encompassingevery feeling and experience a woman
has ever had," for colored girls who have considered
suicide/when the rainbow is enuf will be read and
performed for generations to come. Here is the
complete text, with stage directions, of a
groundbreaking dramatic prose poem written in vivid
and powerful language that resonates with unusual
beauty in its fierce message to the world.
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Fifty Black Women Who Changed
America
"The Ideal Bartender" by Tom Bullock. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.

Kinloch
During the Progressive Era, a rehabilitative agenda
took hold of American juvenile justice, materializing
as a citizen-and-state-building project and mirroring
the unequal racial politics of American democracy
itself. Alongside this liberal "manufactory of citizens,”
a parallel structure was enacted: a Jim Crow juvenile
justice system that endured across the nation for
most of the twentieth century. In The Black Child
Savers, the first study of the rise and fall of Jim Crow
juvenile justice, Geoff Ward examines the origins and
organization of this separate and unequal juvenile
justice system. Ward explores how generations of
“black child-savers” mobilized to challenge the threat
to black youth and community interests and how this
struggle grew aligned with a wider civil rights
movement, eventually forcing the formal integration
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of American juvenile justice. Ward’s book reveals
nearly a century of struggle to build a more
democratic model of juvenile justice—an effort that
succeeded in part, but ultimately failed to deliver
black youth and community to liberal rehabilitative
ideals. At once an inspiring story about the shifting
boundaries of race, citizenship, and democracy in
America and a crucial look at the nature of racial
inequality, The Black Child Savers is a stirring account
of the stakes and meaning of social justice.

Black America, Body Beautiful: How the
African American Image is Changing
Fashion, Fitness, and Other Industries
The city of St. Louis is known for its African American
citizens and their many contributions to the culture
within its borders, the country, and the world. Images
of Modern America: African American St. Louis profiles
some of the events that helped shape St. Louis from
the 1960s to the present. Tracing key milestones in
the city's history, this book attempts to pay homage
to those African Americans who sacrificed to advance
fair socioeconomic conditions for all. In the closing
decades of the Great Migration north, the civil rights
movement was taking place nationally;
simultaneously, St. Louis's African Americans were
organizing to exert political power for greater control
over their destiny. Protests, voter registration, and
elections to public office opened new doors to the
city's African Americans. It resulted in the movement
for fairness in hiring practices and the expansion of
the African American presence in sports, education,
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and entertainment.

Kehinde Wiley
How FBI surveillance influenced African American
writing Few institutions seem more opposed than
African American literature and J. Edgar Hoover's
white-bread Federal Bureau of Investigation. But
behind the scenes the FBI's hostility to black protest
was energized by fear of and respect for black writing.
Drawing on nearly 14,000 pages of newly released FBI
files, F.B. Eyes exposes the Bureau’s intimate policing
of five decades of African American poems, plays,
essays, and novels. Starting in 1919, year one of
Harlem’s renaissance and Hoover’s career at the
Bureau, secretive FBI "ghostreaders" monitored the
latest developments in African American letters. By
the time of Hoover’s death in 1972, these
ghostreaders knew enough to simulate a sinister
black literature of their own. The official aim behind
the Bureau’s close reading was to anticipate political
unrest. Yet, as William J. Maxwell reveals, FBI
surveillance came to influence the creation and public
reception of African American literature in the heart of
the twentieth century. Taking his title from Richard
Wright’s poem "The FB Eye Blues," Maxwell details
how the FBI threatened the international travels of
African American writers and prepared to jail dozens
of them in times of national emergency. All the same,
he shows that the Bureau’s paranoid style could
prompt insightful criticism from Hoover’s
ghostreaders and creative replies from their literary
targets. For authors such as Claude McKay, James
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Baldwin, and Sonia Sanchez, the suspicion that
government spy-critics tracked their every word
inspired rewarding stylistic experiments as well as
disabling self-censorship. Illuminating both the serious
harms of state surveillance and the ways in which
imaginative writing can withstand and exploit it, F.B.
Eyes is a groundbreaking account of a long-hidden
dimension of African American literature.

F.B. Eyes
DIVThe surprising history of the spectacular Gateway
Arch in St. Louis, the competing agendas of its
supporters, and the mixed results of their ambitious
plan/div

The Colored Aristocracy of St. Louis
Reprint. Contains material originally published by
Victor H. Green in 1938, 1947, 1954, and 1963.

Legendary East St. Louisans
African Americans have always wrestled with
hopelessness. Yet in the face of hopelessness, African
Americans fought for hope that America can be a land
of equality, opportunity, and justice. The fight for
hope has been difficult and has taken a toll on African
Americans. Today the signs of hopelessness abound
in black communities across the nation as an
increasing number of leaders express concern about a
pervasive problem that they could not identify.
Beyond the continuing injustices and inequities linked
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to systemic racism, they recognize a growing internal
apathy in African Americans. This internal apathy is
nihilism, the embrace of nothingness,
meaninglessness, and internalized oppression.
Nihilism has been slowly emerging since the 1980s
and is the reason there is an increasing number of
blacks who turn to defeating and destructive
behaviors that only worsen their plight. In nihilism's
wake, leaders and communities are left trying to help
people who have turned on themselves and
abandoned hope that things can get better. The first
step toward hope requires an understanding of
hopelessness. Only then can we step into a world that
pushes people to the brink and hope to make a
difference. Hope on the Brink offers an exploration
into this hopelessness.

Discovering African American St. Louis
Despite all the medical and media attention focused
on the rate of overweight and obesity in the African
American population, African American images and
body types are greatly influencing changes in the
fashion, fitness, advertising, television and movie
industries. This is because overweight, like beauty,
can be in the eye of the beholder. Most research
studies investigating attitudes about body image and
body type among African Americans have shown they
are more satisfied with their bodies than are their
white counterparts and that there appears to be a
wider range of acceptable body shapes and weights,
and a more flexible standard of attractiveness, among
black Americans as compared to whites. That fact is
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not being lost on leaders of industries that might
profit from understanding this wider range of beauty,
as well as playing to it. In this book, medical
anthropologist Eric Bailey introduces and explains the
self-acceptance and body image satisfaction of
African Americans, and traces how that has spurred
changes in industry. His book fills the void of scientific
evidence to enhance the understanding of African
Americans' perceptions related to body image and
beauty—and is the first to document these issues
from the perspective of an African American male.
Despite all the medical and media attention focused
on the rate of overweight and obesity in the African
American population, African American images and
body types are greatly influencing changes in the
fashion, fitness, advertising, television, and movie
industries. This is because overweight, like beauty,
can be in the eye of the beholder. Most research
studies investigating attitudes about body image and
body type among African Americans have shown they
are more satisfied with their bodies than are their
white counterparts. Most black women, for example,
are of course concerned with how they look, but do
not judge themselves in terms of their weight and do
not believe they are valued mostly on the basis of
their bodies. Black teen girls most often say being
thick and curvaceous with large hips and ample
thighs is seen as the most desirable body shape.
Thus, there appears to be a wider range of acceptable
body shapes and weights, and a more flexible
standard of attractiveness, among black Americans as
compared to whites. That fact is not lost on leaders of
industries that might profit from understanding this
wider range of beauty, as well as playing to it.
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Voluptuous supermodel Tyra Banks is just one African
American who's broken the mold in that industry. The
effects have been seen right down to department and
local clothes stores, where lines of larger and plussize fashions are expanding, becoming more colorful
and more ornate. In the fitness industry, health gurus
Madonna Grimes and Billy Blanks have been
revolutionizing how people get fit and how fitness
needs to be redeveloped for the African American
population. Advertising has taken a similar turn, not
the least manifestation of which were the major
campaigns Dove and Nike ran in 2005 with plus-sized
actresses (who continue to appear in promotions for
both companies). In movies and on television shows,
the African American beautiful body image has
followed suit. In this book, medical anthropologist Eric
Bailey introduces and explains the self-acceptance
and body image satisfaction of African Americans,
and traces how that has spurred changes in industry.
His book fills the void of scientific evidence to
enhance the understanding of African Americans'
perceptions related to body image and beauty—and is
the first to document these issues from the
perspective of an African American male.

African American St. Louis
Like most of the nation during the 1930s, St. Louis,
Missouri, was caught in the stifling grip of the Great
Depression. For the next thirty years, the "Gateway
City" continued to experience significant urban
decline as its population swelled and the area's
industries stagnated. Over these decades, many
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African American citizens in the region found
themselves struggling financially and fighting for
access to profitable jobs and suitable working
conditions. To combat ingrained racism, crippling
levels of poverty, and sub-standard living conditions,
black women worked together to form a communitybased culture of resistance -- fighting for
employment, a living wage, dignity, representation,
and political leadership. Gateway to Equality
investigates black working-class women's struggle for
economic justice from the rise of New Deal liberalism
in the 1930s to the social upheavals of the 1960s.
Author Keona K. Ervin explains that the conditions in
twentieth-century St. Louis were uniquely conducive
to the rise of this movement since the city's economy
was based on light industries that employed women,
such as textiles and food processing. As part of the
Great Migration, black women migrated to the city at
a higher rate than their male counterparts, and labor
and black freedom movements relied less on a
charismatic, male leadership model. This made it
possible for women to emerge as visible and
influential leaders in both formal and informal
capacities. In this impressive study, Ervin presents a
stunning account of the ways in which black workingclass women creatively fused racial and economic
justice. By illustrating that their politics played an
important role in defining urban political agendas, her
work sheds light on an unexplored aspect of
community activism and illuminates the complexities
of the overlapping civil rights and labor movements
during the first half of the twentieth century.
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The American Story
"This is a theoretically sophisticated and thoroughly
documented historical case study of the movements
for African American liberation in St. Louis. Through
detailed analysis of black working class mobilization
from the depression years to the advent of Black
Power, award-winning historian Clarence Lang
describes how the advances made in earlier decades
were undermined by a black middle class agenda that
focused on the narrow aims of black capitalists and
politicians. The book is a major contribution to our
understanding of the black working class insurgency
that underpinned the civil rights and Black Power
campaigns of the twentieth century." ---V. P. Franklin,
University of California, Riverside "A major work of
scholarship that will transform historical
understanding of the pivotal role that class politics
played in both civil rights and Black Power activism in
the United States. Clarence Lang's insightful,
engagingly written, and well-researched study will
prove indispensable to scholars and students of
postwar American history." ---Peniel Joseph, Brandeis
University Breaking new ground in the field of Black
Freedom Studies, Grassroots at the Gateway reveals
how urban black working-class communities, cultures,
and institutions propelled the major African American
social movements in the period between the Great
Depression and the end of the Great Society. Using
the city of St. Louis in the border state of Missouri as
a case study, author Clarence Lang undermines the
notion that a unified "black community" engaged in
the push for equality, justice, and respect. Instead,
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black social movements of the working class were
distinct from---and at times in conflict with---those of
the middle class. This richly researched book delves
into African American oral histories, records of activist
individuals and organizations, archives of the black
advocacy press, and even the records of the St. Louis'
economic power brokers whom local black freedom
fighters challenged. Grassroots at the Gateway charts
the development of this race-class divide, offering an
uncommon reading of not only the civil rights
movement but also the emergence and consolidation
of a black working class. Clarence Lang is Assistant
Professor in African American Studies and History at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Photo
courtesy Western Historical Manuscript Collection,
University of Missouri, St. Louis

The Negro Motorist Green Book
Compendium
Images of St. Louis
Robert W. Rydell contends that America's early
world's fairs actually served to legitimate racial
exploitation at home and the creation of an empire
abroad. He looks in particular to the "ethnological"
displays of nonwhites—set up by showmen but
endorsed by prominent anthropologists—which lent
scientific credibility to popular racial attitudes and
helped build public support for domestic and foreign
policies. Rydell's lively and thought-provoking study
draws on archival records, newspaper and magazine
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articles, guidebooks, popular novels, and oral
histories.

The St. Louis African American
Community and the Exodusters
Urban poverty, along with all of its poignant
manifestations, is moving from city centers to workingclass and industrial suburbs in contemporary America.
Nowhere is this more evident than in East St. Louis,
Illinois. Once a thriving manufacturing and
transportation center, East St. Louis is now known for
its unemployment, crime, and collapsing
infrastructure. Abandoned in the Heartland takes us
into the lives of East St. Louis’s predominantly African
American residents to find out what has happened
since industry abandoned the city, and jobs, quality
schools, and city services disappeared, leaving people
isolated and imperiled. Jennifer Hamer introduces
men who search for meaning and opportunity in deadend jobs, women who often take on caretaking
responsibilities until well into old age, and parents
who have the impossible task of protecting their
children in this dangerous, and literally toxic,
environment. Illustrated with historical and
contemporary photographs showing how the city has
changed over time, this book, full of stories of
courage and fortitude, offers a powerful vision of the
transformed circumstances of life in one American
suburb.

The Black Child-Savers
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On July 2 and 3, 1917, race riots rocked the small
industrial city of East St. Louis, Illinois. American
Pogrom takes the reader beyond that pivotal time in
the city’s history to explore black people’s activism
from the antebellum era to the eve of the post–World
War II civil rights movement. Lumpkins asserts that
the race riots were a pogrom—an organized massacre
of a particular ethnic group—orchestrated by certain
businessmen intent on preventing black residents
from attaining political power and on turning the city
into a “sundown” town permanently cleared of African
Americans, he also demonstrates how the African
American community survived. He situates the
activities of the black citizens of East St. Louis in the
context of the larger story of the African American
quest for freedom, citizenship, and equality.

American Pogrom
The city of St. Louis is known for its African American
citizens and their many contributions to the culture
within its borders, the country, and the world. Images
of Modern America: African American St. Louis profiles
some of the events that helped shape St. Louis from
the 1960s to the present. Tracing key milestones in
the city's history, this book attempts to pay homage
to those African Americans who sacrificed to advance
fair socioeconomic conditions for all. In the closing
decades of the Great Migration north, the civil rights
movement was taking place nationally;
simultaneously, St. Louis's African Americans were
organizing to exert political power for greater control
over their destiny. Protests, voter registration, and
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elections to public office opened new doors to the
city's African Americans. It resulted in the movement
for fairness in hiring practices and the expansion of
the African American presence in sports, education,
and entertainment.

Transforming the Elite
African-American Males and the US Justice System of
Marginalization provides an overview of the economic
and social status of African-American males in
America, which continues to deteriorate at an
alarming rate. Weatherspoon posits that in every
American institutional system, from birth to death,
the journey of African-American males to achieve
racial justice and equity in this country is ignored,
marginalized, and exploited. The American justice
system, in particular, has permitted and in some
cases sanctioned the marginalization of AfricanAmerican males as full citizens. Weatherspoon
examines the idea that African-American males are
disproportionately represented in every aspect of the
criminal justice system, and that the marginalization
of African-American males in America has a long and
treacherous history that continues to negatively
impact their economic, political, and social status.

Flood of Images
There is no denying that race is a critical issue in
understanding the South. However, this concluding
volume of The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture
challenges previous understandings, revealing the
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region's rich, ever-expanding diversity and providing
new explorations of race relations. In 36 thematic and
29 topical essays, contributors examine such subjects
as the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, Japanese American
incarceration in the South, relations between African
Americans and Native Americans, Chinese men
adopting Mexican identities, Latino religious practices,
and Vietnamese life in the region. Together the
essays paint a nuanced portrait of how concepts of
race in the South have influenced its history, art,
politics, and culture beyond the familiar binary of
black and white.

Contours of African American Politics
This rich, once-in-a-lifetime volume gathers
photographs, posters, drawings, prints, and sculpture
to tell the story of Bakers life and contributions to
20th century culture.

Abandoned in the Heartland
Revealing the challenges faced by blacks throughout
a tumultuous century, the profiles feature people
from various fields, including doctors, educators,
musicians, journalists, men and women in business,
pastors, and civil rights leaders. They each relate
their experiences of racism, the obstacles they
overcame in their professions, and the lessons life has
taught them."--BOOK JACKET.

The Broken Heart of America
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The 2014 killing of Michael Brown in Ferguson,
Missouri, ignited nationwide protests and brought
widespread attention police brutality and institutional
racism. But Ferguson was no aberration. As Colin
Gordon shows in this urgent and timely book, the
events in Ferguson exposed not only the deep racism
of the local police department but also the ways in
which decades of public policy effectively segregated
people and curtailed citizenship not just in Ferguson
but across the St. Louis suburbs. Citizen Brown
uncovers half a century of private practices and public
policies that resulted in bitter inequality and
sustained segregation in Ferguson and beyond.
Gordon shows how municipal and school district
boundaries were pointedly drawn to contain or
exclude African Americans and how local policies and
services--especially policing, education, and urban
renewal--were weaponized to maintain civic
separation. He also makes it clear that the outcry that
arose in Ferguson was no impulsive outburst but
rather an explosion of pent-up rage against longstanding systems of segregation and inequality--of
which a police force that viewed citizens not as
subjects to serve and protect but as sources of
revenue was only the most immediate example.
Worse, Citizen Brown illustrates the fact that though
the greater St. Louis area provides some
extraordinarily clear examples of fraught racial
dynamics, in this it is hardly alone among American
cities and regions. Interactive maps and other
companion resources to Citizen Brown are available
at the book website.
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Discovering African American St. Louis
When traditionally white public schools in the South
became sites of massive resistance in the wake of the
Supreme Court's Brown v. Board of Education
decision, numerous white students exited the public
system altogether, with parents choosing
homeschooling or private segregationist academies.
But some historically white elite private schools opted
to desegregate. The black students that attended
these schools courageously navigated institutional
and interpersonal racism but ultimately emerged as
upwardly mobile leaders. Transforming the Elite tells
this story. Focusing on the experiences of the first
black students to desegregate Atlanta's well-known
The Westminster Schools and national efforts to
diversify private schools, Michelle A. Purdy combines
social history with policy analysis in a dynamic
narrative that expertly re-creates this overlooked
history. Through gripping oral histories and rich
archival research, this book showcases educational
changes for black southerners during the civil rights
movement including the political tensions confronted,
struggles faced, and school cultures transformed
during private school desegregation. This history
foreshadows contemporary complexities at the heart
of the black community's mixed feelings about
charter schools, school choice, and education reform.

For colored girls who have considered
suicide/When the rainbow is enuf
Portraits of young African American St. Louis men and
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women whose poses are derived from paintings (and,
in one case, sculpture) in the St. Louis Art Museum's
collection.

African American St. Louis
A searing portrait of the racial dynamics that lie
inescapably at the heart of our nation, told through
the turbulent history of the city of St. Louis. From
Lewis and Clark's 1804 expedition to the 2014
uprising in Ferguson, American history has been
made in St. Louis. And as Walter Johnson shows in this
searing book, the city exemplifies how imperialism,
racism, and capitalism have persistently entwined to
corrupt the nation's past. St. Louis was a staging post
for Indian removal and imperial expansion, and its
wealth grew on the backs of its poor black residents,
from slavery through redlining and urban renewal. But
it was once also America's most radical city, home to
anti-capitalist immigrants, the Civil War's first general
emancipation, and the nation's first general strike -- a
legacy of resistance that endures. A blistering history
of a city's rise and decline, The Broken Heart of
America will forever change how we think about the
United States.

Hope on the Brink
African Americans have been part of the story of St.
Louis since the city's founding in 1764. Unfortunately,
most histories of the city have overlooked or ignored
their vital role, allowing their influence and
accomplishments to go unrecorded or uncollected;
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that is, until the publication of Discovering African
American St. Louis: A Guide to Historic Sites in 1994.A
new and updated 2002 edition is now available to
take readers on a fascinating tour of nearly four
hundred African American landmarks. From the
boyhood home of jazz great Miles Davis in East St.
Louis, Illinois, to the site of the house that sparked the
landmark Shelley v. Kraemer court case, the maps,
photographs, and text of Discovering African
American St. Louis record a history that has been
neglected for too long.The guidebook covers fourteen
regions east and west of the Mississippi that
represent St. Louis's rich African American heritage.
In the words of historian Gary Kremer, “No one who
reads this book and visits and contemplates the
places and peoples whose stories it recounts will be
able to look at St. Louis in the same way ever again.”

My First Pocket Guide About Missouri
Since the founding of St. Louis, African Americans
have lived in communities throughout the area.
Although St. Louis' 1916 "Segregation of the Negro
Ordinance" was ruled unconstitutional, African
Americans were restricted to certain areas through
real estate practices such as steering and red lining.
Through legal efforts in the court cases of Shelley v.
Kraemer in 1948, Jones v. Mayer in 1978, and others,
more housing options became available and the
population dispersed. Many of the communities began
to decline, disappear, or experience urban renewal.

Gateway to Equality
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The African American Woman Golfer: Her Legacy
gives a brief historical overview of African American
women in golf and examines the sport to uncover all
African American women who have been involved in
golf over the past 75 years. M. Mikell Johnson shows
how these women-who were seemingly far removed
from the white, male, privileged world of the country
club-broke both color and gender barriers to become
golfers. This book traces the history of how African
American women got involved in golf. Title VI and
Title IX alleviated some of the racial and financial
burdens for some young women in high school and
college athletics, allowing them to participate in all
sports regardless of race, creed, or gender. Women's
clubs also provided a stable foundation for female
athletes in male-dominated sports. The
misinformation, social apathy, financial
encumbrances, and, finally, the role of the media in
both promoting and preventing black women's
opportunities in golf are discussed. The African
American Woman Golfer: Her Legacy identifies over
300 women and their lives in golf. The author also
profiles prominent golfers such as Althea Gibson, who
crossed the LPGA color line; Helen Webb Harris, who
created the first club for black women golfers; and
Ann Gregory, who broke the USGA whites only clause
in women's golf.

African-American Males and the U.S.
Justice System of Marginalization: A
National Tragedy
African Americans have been part of the story of St.
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Louis since the city's founding in 1764. Unfortunately,
most histories of the city have overlooked or ignored
their vital role, allowing their influence and
accomplishments to go unrecorded or uncollected;
that is, until the publication of Discovering African
American St. Louis: A Guide to Historic Sites in 1994.A
new and updated 2002 edition is now available to
take readers on a fascinating tour of nearly four
hundred African American landmarks. From the
boyhood home of jazz great Miles Davis in East St.
Louis, Illinois, to the site of the house that sparked the
landmark Shelley v. Kraemer court case, the maps,
photographs, and text of Discovering African
American St. Louis record a history that has been
neglected for too long.The guidebook covers fourteen
regions east and west of the Mississippi that
represent St. Louis's rich African American heritage.
In the words of historian Gary Kremer, “No one who
reads this book and visits and contemplates the
places and peoples whose stories it recounts will be
able to look at St. Louis in the same way ever again.”

Citizen Brown
The African American presence in St. Louis began in
1763 with the arrival of several free men of color who
accompanied Pierre Laclede from New Orleans to set
up a fur trading fort on the Mississippi. Within a few
decades, the fort had become a prosperous
commercial center whose proximity to the western
frontier attracted a cosmopolitan community. African
Americans in St. Louis--both slave and free--enjoyed
greater autonomy and opportunity than those in
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urban areas of the South and East. Slaves in the city
set legal precedent by filing hundreds of freedom
suits, often based on the prohibition against slavery
set by the Northwest Ordinance of 1787. After a
century in the region, many blacks enlisted in the
Union Army during the Civil War. Drawing on a wide
range of sources, the author addresses the question
of whether African Americans in St. Louis--both slave
and free--enjoyed greater autonomy.

The African American Woman Golfer
Designed for introductory-level survey courses in
American History. The American Story presents a
balanced and manageable overview of the United
States as an unfolding story of national development,
integrating social and political history into a coherent
and compelling narrative. Acknowledging the nation's
rich diversity of class, race, gender, and ethnicity, this
edition tells the story of the people who, through their
collective and individual endeavors, have shaped the
past through the demands historical events placed on
them. This text, based on the bestselling America Past
and Present, is presented in a highly affordable
Penguin Academic format.

The Ideal Bartender
Images of St. Louis is a visual celebration of a city
with much vitality and variety. Containing images by
St. Louis's best professional and amateur
photographers, this collection is an intimate portrait
of the neighborhoods, the landmarks, and the people
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of St. Louis: the glory of the Arch at dawn; the quiet of
morning mass at St. Louis Cathedral; the grubby task
of mowing a lawn at noon; the excitement of gospel
singers entertaining a lunchtime crowd at the VP Fair;
and the trial of negotiating Highway 40 at dusk. The
116 photographs in this book were chosen from more
than 1,000 submissions by photographers from St.
Louis and the surrounding area. Because they
represent a wide spectrum of approaches and
techniques, these photographs truly reflect the rich
ethnic and cultural landscape that is St. Louis. In her
introduction, Elaine Viets shares with the reader
glimpses from her intimate acquaintance with St.
Louis, recalling people and places that have made the
city special.

The Gateway Arch
From Nobel laureates to Olympic champions, this
collection of portraits celebrates the lives of black
women who have influenced and changed the course
of history in America, including Harriet Tubman,
Oprah Winfrey, Rosa Parks, Ella Fitzgerald, and Alice
Walker. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.

The New Encyclopedia of Southern
Culture
Anyone who was not in New Orleans during Hurricane
Katrina and the subsequent flooding of the city
experienced the disaster as a media event, a flood of
images pouring across television and computer
screens. The twenty-four-hour news cycle created a
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surplus of representation that overwhelmed viewers
and complicated understandings of the storm, the
flood, and the aftermath. As time passed,
documentary and fictional filmmakers took up the
challenge of explaining what had happened in New
Orleans, reaching beyond news reports to portray the
lived experiences of survivors of Katrina. But while
these narratives presented alternative
understandings and more opportunities for empathy
than TV news, Katrina remained a mediated
experience. In Flood of Images, Bernie Cook offers the
most in-depth, wide-ranging, and carefully argued
analysis of the mediation and meanings of Katrina. He
engages in innovative, close, and comparative visual
readings of news coverage on CNN, Fox News, and
NBC; documentaries including Spike Lee's When the
Levees Broke and If God Is Willing and Da Creek Don't
Rise, Tia Lessin and Carl Deal's Trouble the Water,
and Dawn Logsdon and Lolis Elie's Faubourg Treme;
and the HBO drama Treme. Cook examines the
production practices that shaped Katrina-as-mediaevent, exploring how those choices structured the
possible memories and meanings of Katrina and how
the media's memory-making has been contested. In
Flood of Images, Cook intervenes in the ongoing
process of remembering and understanding Katrina.

St. Louis:
"A story of former slaves searching for their own
promised land after the Civil War. Fleeing the South,
and trying to reach Kansas, many became stranded in
St. Louis. Jack tells how the city's African American
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community provided food, shelter, and funds to help
the Exodusters complete their journey"--Provided by
publisher.

Photographic Images & the History of
African Americans in Coles County,
Illinois
Located just outside of St. Louis, Kinloch was once a
community locked off from the rest of the area by
natural and man-made barriers. In spite of a lack of
financial resources, it once provided its residents with
a school district, city hall, post office, business
district, and recreational facilities. Residents will
recognize Dunbar Elementary, the oldest school for
blacks in St. Louis County, Holy Angels, the oldest
continuing black parish in the St. Louis Archdiocese,
as well as former residents Congresswoman Maxine
Waters and political activist Dick Gregory. Eventually,
due to insufficient revenue, this once thriving
community fell into decline, and is now struggling to
keep its small town values and ideals alive.

All the World's a Fair
Food studies, once trendy, has settled into the public
arena. In the academy, scholarship on food and
literary culture constitutes a growing river within
literary and cultural studies, but writing on African
American food and dining remains a tributary.
Recipes for Respect bridges this gap, illuminating the
role of foodways in African American culture as well
as the contributions of Black cooks and chefs to what
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has been considered the mainstream. Beginning in
the early nineteenth century and continuing nearly to
the present day, African Americans have often been
stereotyped as illiterate kitchen geniuses. Rafia Zafar
addresses this error, highlighting the long history of
accomplished African Americans within our culinary
traditions, as well as the literary and entrepreneurial
strategies for civil rights and respectability woven into
the written records of dining, cooking, and serving.
Whether revealed in cookbooks or fiction, memoirs or
hotel-keeping manuals, agricultural extension
bulletins or library collections, foodways knowledge
sustained Black strategies for self-reliance and
dignity, the preservation of historical memory, and
civil rights and social mobility. If, to follow Mary
Douglas’s dictum, food is a field of action—that is, a
venue for social intimacy, exchange, or
aggression—African American writing about foodways
constitutes an underappreciated critique of the
racialized social and intellectual spaces of the United
States.

Lift Every Voice and Sing
This book is as regal as it is revealing and compelling.
Artisans, athletes, educators, entertainers, scientists,
veterans of wars and the Race Riot of 1917 join
political leaders and poets in this dream- and
performance-storied portraiture of African American
East St. Louis. Authors-compilers Reginald Petty
(himself a storied vault) and Tiffany Lee place local
heroes and sheroes in a quilt of regional, national and
global import. These individual and familistic
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achievements are worth being read, taught, and
shared around dinner tables-and with congregations.
-Eugene B. Redmond, Poet Laureate of East St. Louis,
Illinois and Emeritus Professor English, Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville
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